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A refractive index (RI) sensor based on a novel fiber structure which consists of a singlemode-multimodesinglemode (SMS) fiber structure followed by a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) was demonstrated. The
multimode fiber (MMF) in the SMS structure excites cladding modes within output singlemode fiber (SMF)
and re-couple the reflected cladding Bragg wavelength to the input SMF core. By measuring the relative
Bragg wavelength shift between core and cladding Bragg wavelengths, the RI can be determined.
Experimentally we have achieved a maximum sensitivity of 7.33 nm/RIU (RI unit) at RI range from 1.324to
1.439.

OCIS Codes: 060.2370, 060.2340

A Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) based sensor offers several
advantages such as small size, fast response, immunity to
electromagnetic interference, remote operation capability
and capability facility for simultaneous multipoint
measurements by an array of FBGs written in a single
fiber, etc [1]. An FBG based refractometer is an attractive
refractive index (RI) sensor due to the advantages cited
above. An FBG based refractometer was firstly reported
by Asseh et al in 1998 using an etched FBG as RI sensor
[2]. In 2001, Schroeder et al proposed to use a side
polished FBG to measure surrounding RI (SRI) [3] and a
more detailed analysis based on etched D-shaped FBG
refractometer was provided by Zhou et al in 2004 [4].
Recently Frazao et al proposed to use an FBG written in
an H-shaped fiber to simultaneously measure both
temperature and RI [5]. A tilted FBG has been widely
investigated as an RI sensor by utilizing the coupling
between core mode and cladding modes [6-8]. More
recently Han et al proposed to use a long period grating
(LPG) to excite and re-couple the cladding mode of an
ordinary FBG to simultaneously measure both RI and
temperature [9]. This is a promising technique, but
imprinting of an LPG will add fabrication complexity and
extra cost to the refractometer. Previous investigations
show that a singlemode-multimode-singlemode (SMS)
fiber structure can excite and couple multiple modes to a
singlemode fiber (SMF) [10-14]. In this paper we propose
to use a SMS followed by an FBG imprinted SMF
(SMS+FBG) to measure SRI. Compared to [9], our
proposed technique has advantages of simple
configuration and easy fabrication. More importantly the
spectral response of an SMS fiber structure can be easily
adjusted by selecting different types and length of the
MMF. The proposed SMS+FBG refractometer structure is
shown in figure 1.
In figure 1, an SMF fiber is fusion spliced to an MMF
and followed by a fusion splice to an FBG imprinted SMF.

Both the SMF and MMF fibers in figure 1 have a step
index profile. When the light injected from the input SMF
into the MMF, multiple modes will be excited and will
propagate within MMF. Assuming the field profile within
the MMF as Ψ m(r), the input field at the MMF can be
written as:

Fig. 1 Schematic of SMS+FBG refractometer
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where E(r,0) is the core eigenmode of the input
SMF, Ψ m (r) is mth eigenmode of the MMF and b m is
the excitation coefficient for each mode, which can be
expressed as:
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After propagation distance z within the MMF
section, the field can be express as:
M

E (r , z ) = ∑ bm Ψm (r ) exp( jβ m z )
m =1

(3)

where β m is the propagation constant of mth
eigenmode within the MMF. For the light coupled
from the MMF into the output SMF, a portion of the

light enters the SMF core while the remaining
portion is coupled into the SMF cladding. In this case
the output SMF can be considered as a three layer
structure where the medium surrounding the fiber
cladding is the 3rd layer of the fiber [15]. The
coupling coefficients can be expressed as follows:
∞
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Coupling coefficient cn

where Φ n (r) is nth mode within the output SMF
(n=1 represents the core mode and n>1 represent
cladding modes). Assuming the splice between the
SMF and MMF is ideal, only LP 0m and LP 0n modes
will be excited within the MMF and SMF
respectively, due to the circular symmetry of the
input field [13-14]. The calculated coupling
coefficients for the first eleven modes to the output
SMF are shown in figure 2.
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Fig. 2 Calculated coupling coefficients to the output
SMF for different modes in the SMS structure as a
function of MMF length

monitoring the relative shift between the reflected
wavelengths of selected cladding and core modes, the
SRI can be determined.
Experiments based on the above structure were
carried out. The single- and multimode fibers used in
our experiment were SMF28 and AFS105/125Y
respectively. The length of the MMF was 42.1 mm.
The FBG was imprinted in an SMF28 which had a
grating length of 50 mm and reflectivity of 50%. The
distance between the end of the MMF section and
beginning of the FBG was circa 5 mm.
The transmission spectrum of an SMS fiber
structure is shown in figure 3(a). It can be seen that
there is a transmission peak at a wavelength circa
1540 nm. The FBG used in our experiment has a core
Bragg wavelength of 1545 nm. When the light, for
example from a broadband source, is injected from
the FBG end (right hand side in Fig. 3(b)), the
reflective spectrum has only one peak wavelength at
circa 1545 nm which is the core Bragg grating
wavelength. However if the light is injected from the
MMF end (left hand side in Fig. 3(c)) there are
multiple reflected wavelength peaks. This is because
multiple modes excited in the MMF section
propagate in both the core and cladding of the output
SMF in the region where FBG is imprinted and both
the core and cladding modes are reflected by the
FBG and re-coupled to the MMF. The re-coupled
light is transmitted through the MMF again and
coupled back to the core of the input SMF. In Fig. 3(c)
λ 0 is the core Bragg wavelength, λ 1 and λ 2 are
cladding Bragg wavelengths corresponding to 3rd and
5th order cladding modes.

In this simulation, the MMF has core and
cladding diameters of 104 and 125 µm and refractive
indices of 1.4446 and 1.4271 respectively. The SMF
has a core and cladding diameters of 8.3 and 125 µm
and refractive indices of 1.449 and 1.445 respectively
and the SRI is 1.33. The wavelength used in the
simulation is 1550 nm.
Figure 2 shows that at a particular wavelength,
coupling coefficient c n is determined by the MMF
length. By properly selecting the MMF length, a
relatively high c n can be achieved for a particular
cladding mode. When these modes arrive at the FBG,
they will be reflected by the FBG and the reflected
wavelength can be expressed by the following
equation [9]:

λ = 2neff (n)Λ

(5)

where Λ is the Bragg grating period, neff (n) is the

effective RI of the output SMF (n=1 represents
the core mode and n>1 represent cladding modes). As
the SRI changes, the effective RI of the cladding
modes will change but that of the core mode remains
unchanged. Using a broadband source and

nth

Fig. 3 Measured (a) transmission spectrum of the SMS
fiber structure, (b) reflective spectrum of a single FBG and
(c) reflective spectrum of SMS+FBG

Experimental investigations were carried out by
immersing the SMS+FBG structure into liquids with
different RI values. The reflective spectral responses

corresponding to different SRI are shown in figure 4
for the reflected Bragg wavelengths of the core mode
and two cladding modes.

simulation, the SMF fiber has the same parameters
as above and the Bragg grating period Λ is 534 nm.
In conclusion we have proposed a novel RI sensor
based on an SMS+FBG fiber structure. This
structure utilizes MMF to excite cladding modes
within an FBG imprinted SMF and re-couple
reflected cladding Bragg wavelength to the input
SMF core. By measuring the relative core-cladding
Bragg wavelength shift, the RI can be determined.
Experimentally we have achieved a maximum
sensitivity of 7.33 nm/RIU (RI unit) in the RI range
from 1.324 to 1.439. The sensitivity can also be
enhanced by optimizing the parameters of the fiber
used [16]. Finally it is important to point out that
this work has more general applications, in that it is
possible to use an SMS fiber structure instead of a
LPG to couple cladding modes to a core mode.
This work was supported by Science Foundation
Ireland under grant no. 07/SK/I1200, Irish Research
Council for Science, Engineering and Technology,
and Marie-Curie Actions under FP7.
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Fig. 4 Measured reflective spectral responses of (a) λ0, (b) λ1
and (c) λ2 at different SRI

Figure 4 shows that as the SRI increases, the core
Bragg wavelength remains unchanged (Fig 4(a)), but
the cladding Bragg wavelengths experience red shift.
This is due to the fact that as the SRI increases, the
effective RI of the core mode remains unchanged,
while the effective RI of nth cladding modes increases
with an increase of the SRI, resulting in the
corresponding increase for the cladding Bragg
wavelength. The measured relative wavelength
shifts between core and cladding Bragg wavelengths
vs. SRI is shown in figure 5(a).
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Fig. 5 (a) Measured and (b) simulated relative wavelength shift
between core and cladding Bragg wavelengths vs. RI

Figure 5 shows that as the RI increases from
1.324 to 1.439, there is 87 pm and 46 pm relative
peak wavelength shift for λ 0 -λ 2 and λ 0 -λ 1
respectively. This result indicates that higher order
cladding modes will have higher sensitivity to the
change of SRI compared to lower order cladding
modes. Figure 5(b) shows the simulated relative
wavelength shift for 3rd and 5th order cladding modes
vs. RI variations, which agrees well with the
experimental results as shown in Fig. 5(a). In this
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